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Quantum-Size Effects on the Pressure-Induced Direct-to-Indirect Band-Gap
Transition in InP Quantum Dots
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(Received 5 November 1997)

We predict that the difference in quantum confinement energies ofG-like and X-like conduction
states in a covalent quantum dot will cause the direct-to-indirect transition to occur at substant
lower pressure than in the bulk material. Furthermore, the first-order transition in the bulk is predi
to become, for certain dot sizes, a second-order transition. Measurements of the “anticrossing
could thus be used to obtain unique information on theG-X-L intervalley coupling, predicted here to
be surprisingly large (50–100 meV). [S0031-9007(98)06301-7]

PACS numbers: 71.24.+q, 73.20.Dx
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Reduced dimensions usually cause pressure-induc
structural phase transitions to occur atelevatedpressures
relative to the bulk solid. This is the case for the AlA
layers in AlAsyGaAs superlattices [1], for the transition
to b-Sn structure in Si nanocrystals [2], and for th
wurzite-to-rocksalt structure in CdSe dots [3]. Here, w
show that reduced dimensionality causes another ty
of pressure-induced transition—the electronic direct-t
indirect transition—to occur atreducedpressures relative
to the bulk.

Pressure-induced directsG1cd to indirect sX1cd transi-
tions occur inbulk zinc blende semiconductors [4,5] be
cause under pressure, theG1c energy goes up while the
X1c energy goes down [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. This reflec
the fundamentally different charge distribution in thes
two states [6]: the antibondingG1c state has a node along
the cation-anion bond, so it is destabilized (moves up
energy) as this bond is shortened, while theX1c state has
most of its amplitude in the interstitial volume, where n
atoms exist. As a result of the different signs of theG1c

andX1c deformation potentials, in materials where at zer
pressure the energy of theX1c state is not too far above the
G1c state (GaAs4, InP5, but not InAs or CdSe), a pressure
induced first-orderG1c ! X1c level crossing [7] occurs
before the material is structurally phase transformed.

Reduced dimensionality can alter the energetic sepa
tion between theG1c-like andX1c-like states even without
pressure [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. This results from the fa
that quantum confinement raises the energy ofG1c (with
lighter mass) faster than the energy ofX1c (with heavier
mass) [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. Thus, if the energy of th
X1c state is not too far above theG1c state in bulk, re-
duced size alone can cause a direct-to-indirect transiti
to occurat zero pressure.Detailed calculations [8] with-
out pressure effect predicted this to occur in GaAs film
wires, and dots as size diminishes. Because of the lar
(,0.95 eV, measured [9])G1c 2 X1c separation in bulk
InP relative to in bulk GaAs (0.55 eV [10]), no direct-to-
indirect transition was predicted to occur in free-standin
InP dots at zero pressure [11]. Since, however, quantu
confinement in InP dots could reduce theG1c 2 X1c en-
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ergy separation relative to the bulk, it might take les
pressure to transform the dot than to transform the bu
into an indirect band gap [Figs. 1(c)–1(d)]. This hypoth
esis is examined and verified here. We show that th
predicted low-pressure direct-to-indirect transition open
the door to obtaining unique information on theG-X and
L-X interband mixings in dots via measurements of the
energy levels vs pressure. We predict surprisingly larg
G-X-L couplings in dots (50–100 meV), suggesting tha
one (effective-mass) or a fewsk ? pd band models which
neglect (or significantly restrict) such interactions may b
inadequate for describing such systems.

We constructTd-symmetric InP quantum dots by in-
cluding in the model all atoms within a given radius. The
dots are either P centered or In centered. All surface da
gling bonds are passivated [11] by attaching to them fict
tious atoms. The atomic arrays in the interior of the do
are assumed to be bulklike, which is a good approxim
tion for passivated dots [11]. We then solve the single
particle Schrödinger equationΩ
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(1)

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the relative energy position
of G1c, X1c, and L1c states of InP, showing how theG-X
separation changes due to quantum size effect and pressure.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 5397
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as a function of volumeV. Here,yasrd is the screened,
strain-dependent nonlocal pseudopotential of atom ty
a (e.g., In, P, or passivant) fitted [11] to the measure
bulk band structure and effective masses, and to
calculated [via local density approximation (LDA)] de
formation potentials and charge densities. Using o
pseudopotentials the calculatedabsoluteInP deformation
potentials are21.39, 27.73, 10.88, and 23.38 eV for
G15y , G1c, X1c, andL1c, respectively, while theab initio
LAPW (linearized augmented plane wave) values [1
are 21.00, 26.26, 10.65, 23.30 eV, respectively. The
measured [13,14]relative G1c G15y and X1c G15y de-
formation potentials are26.40 and 12.20 eV, respec-
tively, compared with our calculated values26.34 and
12.27 eV, respectively. To solve Eq. (1) we expandhcij
in plane waves, and evaluate the matrix elements in t
basis numerically. We diagonalize directly the Hamilton
ian using the linear-size-scaling folded spectrum meth
[15]. We consider two experimentally accessible [2,3
dot sizes with diameters of 20.2 and34.8 Å (175 and
891 atoms, respectively). Precisely the same method (i
pseudopotentials and basis set) is used to calculate
bulk band structure of InP, except that zinc blende pe
odic boundary conditions are applied.

Figure 2 shows the energies of the bulk InPG1c and
X1c conduction states vs lattice constanta, exhibiting a
crossing ata  5.5852 Å; the deformation relative to the
LDA calculated zero-pressure lattice constant (at whi
our pseudopotential is generated) isDaya  0.0414. The
measured [5] bulkDaya  0.0370 corresponding to a
transition pressure [5] of 112 kbar is within 10% (Table
[5,16]).

Figure 3 shows the energies of three lowest conducti
states of P-centered InP dots vs lattice constant near
critical transition point. We see that unlike the bulk
where the G ! X transition is first order (i.e., level
crossing), the transition of the lowest conduction sta
in dots can be, depending on size, either first order (i.e
level crossing) or second order (i.e., level anticrossing
Table I shows the values of the deformations need

FIG. 2. Variations of theG1c and X1c band energies with
lattice compression in bulk InP near the critical point.
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TABLE I. Calculated and measured lattice constantsaeq (in
Å) and relative deformationsDaya  saeq 2 atr dyaeq for
direct-to-indirect transitions in bulk and in spherical quantu
dots of InP. Wherever there are two rows in the table, the fi
row gives the values for level-crossing (C) transition, while th
second row gives the values for level anticrossing (AC).

P-centered InP dots
Quantity Bulk InP D  34.8 Å D  20.2 Å

aeq sexpt.d 5.8658a · · · · · ·
aeq scalc.d 5.8265 · · · · · ·

aG!X sexpt.d 5.6489b · · · · · ·
aG!X scalc.d 5.5852 5.6862c(C) 5.6511

5.6838(AC) 5.6600c

Daya sexpt.d 0.0370 · · · · · ·
Daya scalc.d 0.0414 0.0241c(C) 0.0301

0.0245(AC) 0.0286c

aRef. [16], bRef. [5], cThe transition which occurs at lower
pressure.

to obtain the direct-to-indirect transition in quantum
dots: for theD  34.8 Å dot, the critical deformation
is predicted to be reduced to,60% of the bulk value.
Experimental testings of this prediction of quantum-si
induced reduction in the critical pressure are needed.

The reduction of the critical pressure in dots is caus
mostly by the reduction of zero-pressureX1c G1c energy
separation in dot relative to in bulk. To estimate th
effect we note that at zero pressuresV  Veqd and
for D  34.8 Å dot, our calculated confinement energie
DegsVd  edot

g sVd 2 ebulk
g sVd for the lowestg  X1c-

like (g  G1c-like) conduction states are 0.31 (0.58) eV

FIG. 3. Variations of the three lowest conduction stat
G1csG1cd, G1csX1cd, and G12csX1cd in P-centered InP dots with
lattice compression near the critical point: (a)D  20.2 Å dot;
(b) D  34.8 Å dot.
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Thus, theX1c-G1c energy difference is reduced in this dot
by 0.27 eV relative to the bulk value.

Interestingly, (i) the confinement energiesDegsVd are
nearly pressure independent. They are 0.28 (0.60) eV
the transition volumeV  0.93Veq, and 0.31 (0.58) eV
at Veq for the X1c sG1cd state of theD  34.8 Å dot.
This suggests that the reduced size affects the dot’s wa
function macroscopically(i.e., by altering the envelope
part), while the pressure affects the wave functionmi-
croscopically(by changing the periodic Bloch part). The
fact that the confinement energies are close for the zer
pressure dot and for the compressed dot, provides o
way to obtain the quantum size effect on those states
Brillouin-zone edge, which proved to be difficult under
ambient pressure [17]. (ii) TheX1c confinement energy
obtained in our direct diagonalization approach [Eq. (1
is surprisingly larger than what was expected from
effective-mass approximation (EMA): using the calcu
lated effective masses [11]mp

esG1cd  0.095, mp
esX1cd 

2.04, the EMA gives 0.06 (1.31) eV for the confinemen
energy ofX1c-like (G1c-like) conduction state. Thus, the
EMA predicts that theG ! X transition will already oc-
cur at zero pressure for thisD  34.8 Å dot. Actually,
we find that an accurate description of thewhole lowest
bulk conduction band (not just nearG and X as in the
EMA) is needed to predict the correctG-X energy sepa-
ration (thus the critical pressure) in dots. (iii) Our cal-
culations further show that the reduction ofG-X energy
separation relative to the bulk value is not a simple mono
tonic function of dot size (the reduction is 0.15, 0.27
and 0.00 eV forD  20.2, 34.8, and` Å dots, respec-
tively). (iv) One interesting issue regarding InP dots i
the envelope-function symmetry of the top valence stat
We find that the envelope iss-like both at zero pressure
and near the transition pressure. This is consistent wi
point (i) that the pressure does not change the prope
due to envelope difference.

To understand the level crossings and anticrossings e
dent in Fig. 3 we consider the symmetries of the states
the bulk and the dots (Table II). In the diamondlike bulk
band structure, the lowestX conduction state is twofold
degenerate (neglecting spin), while in zinc-blende ban
structure, it is broken into two singly degenerate state

TABLE II. Symmetries of the G-like, X-like, and L-like
conduction states in bulk InP and in InP dots with differen
atoms at the dot center. Overbar denotes the state in the
while its bulk parentage is given in parentheses.

Bulk states Anion-centered Cation-centered

G1c G1csG1cd G1csG1cd
X1c G1csX1cd 1 G12csX1cd G15csX1cd
X3c G15csX3cd G1csX3cd 1 G12csX3cd
L1c G1csL1cd 1 G15csL1cd G1csL1cd 1 G15csL1cd
G15c G15csG15cd G15csG15cd
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X1c andX3c. In both cases, there are three equivalentX
valleys. In zinc blende, if the origin of the coordinat
system is placed at the anion site [18], the lowestX
conduction state (e.g., in InP or GaP) is found [19]
be X1c (s symmetry at the anion,p symmetry at the
cation), while the next lowestX conduction state (about
0.4 eV higher in bulk InP) isX3c (s symmetry at the
cation, p symmetry at the anion). When theanion is
perturbed (e.g., P-centered dots), the new states (mar
with an overbar) relate to the parent zinc-blende sta
(shown in parentheses) as indicated in Table II:X1c-
derived states yield theG1c 1 G12c states (singly and
doubly degenerate, respectively), whileX3c-derived states
yield the G15c states (triply degenerate). The origina
zinc-blendeG1c state retains itsG1c symmetry. For the
cation site perturbation (e.g., In-centered dots), the rol
of X1c andX3c are exchanged (Table II). Now, states o
the same symmetry must repel each other (anticross)
response to a symmetry-preserving perturbation. This
the case forG1csG1cd and G1csX1cd. In contrast, states
with different symmetries can cross. This is the case f
G1csG1cd and G12csX1cd. The symmetry considerations
explain the behavior seen in Fig. 3. Figure 3(b) an
Table I show that in the larger dots34.8 Åd, crossing
occurs first, atDaya  0.0241, while anticrossing occurs
at a slightly larger deformationDaya  0.0245. The
order of these events can change with size [see Fig. 3(

The “anticrossing gap” (the smallest energy differenc
between repelling curves in Fig. 3) measures the effect
G-X coupling (i.e., 2VGX). We find 2VGX  0 for

FIG. 4. Spectral decomposition of the lowest conductio
wave functions of the following P-centered dots onto tho
bulk states with wave vectork in the plane passingG, L, K,
U, X points of zinc blende Brillouin zone: (a)D  20.2 Å dot
at the anticrossing transition; (b)D  34.8 Å dot before the
transition; (c)D  34.8 Å dot after the transition. The larger
the sphere size, the larger the contribution from this bulk sta
5399
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FIG. 5. Variation of the near-edge conduction statesG1csG1cd,
G1csL1cd, G15csL1cd, andG15csX1cd of In-centered InP dots with
lattice compression near the critical point: (a)D  20.2 Å dot;
(b) D  34.8 Å dot.

bulk, 3.3 meV for D  34.8 Å dot, and 34.2 meV for
D  20.2 Å dot. The size scaling ofG-X coupling is
VGX , 1yDl with l  4.30. This shows that reduction
in quantum size enhances dramatically interstate couplin
Our G-X coupling values are much larger than the value
predicted [20] and measured [21] in AlAsyGaAs and
InAsyGaAs nanostructures, respectively, where theG and
X states arespatially separatedin different materials.
The large anticrossing gap predicted here for InP d
[Fig. 3(a)] implies that the direct-to-indirect transition will
be smeared over a range of pressures, as the states th
are neither pureG nor pureX. This can be seen in the
projection of the dot wave functioncisrd onto the zinc-
blende Bloch states (Fig. 4): while for the larger dot th
states before (after) the transition are almost pureG sXd;
for the smaller dot, no such sharp distinction exists.

Figure 5 shows the energies vs lattice constant fo
the In-centered dots. The relative transition deformatio
Daya is 0.0232 (0.0243) for a smaller (larger) In-centere
dot. The lowestX-like conduction stateG15csX1cd first
anticrosses with theL-like conduction stateG15csL1cd and
then, as the pressure is increased, it crosses with theG-like
conduction stateG1csG1cd. The coupling strength between
G15csX1cd and G15csL1cd is 2VLX  71.6 (10.2) meV
for the smaller (larger) dot considered. Thus, theL-X
coupling is significantly larger than theG-X coupling
for the dot of the same size. Note that the differenc
in GX coupling between In- and P-centered dots reflec
the wave function (rather than the dot surface) differenc
on the atomic scale. If the dots are neither In nor
centered, the difference between Figs. 3 and 5 may
obscured, and a perturbation from the two representati
cases considered here may occur.
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In summary, we study the interplay between quantum
size and pressure effects in InP dots. We find that th
quantum confinement energy is nearly independent
the pressure. We predict theG ! X transitions in InP
dots to occur at finite pressure (unlike GaAs [8]), bu
significantly below the bulk value. The unexpectedly
large confinement energy for anX-like state is important
in describing theG-X transition. SuchG-X transitions
can be used to reveal the extent of interband couplin
in dots. We predictG-X coupling of 34.2 (3.3) meV
and L-X coupling of 71.6 (10.2) meV forD  20.2 Å
sD  34.8 Åd dots.
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